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SCALE / HEIGHT
4.26

Figure 33 illustrates the heights
parameter plan including proposed
maximum heights for buildings and other
infrastructure above 3.5m. The majority of
the site will be up to two storeys in height,
9m above finished floor level. A central
core of buildings up to three storeys in
height, 13.5m above finished floor level,
runs along the primary corridor and
frames the principal squares. A single
storey primary electricity sub station up to
6.5m in height will be located on
the eastern edge of the site adjacent
to the A11.

4.27

Defining suitable building height
parameters has been an important part
of the design development, as described
in section 3, ensuring that the buildings
around the edge of the parkland are lower
in height and therefore less prominent in
the principal view from Hinxton Grange.

4.28

The three storey buildings along
the parkland edge have been carefully
located on the south western corner
behind a mature woodland group that is
15m in height. This will screen views of the
taller buildings from Hinxton Grange. The
lower two storey development has been
located on the higher slopes to reduce
visual prominence and adjacent to the
A1301 to ensure that the buildings are
not visually intrusive to an unacceptable
degree from the local road and local cycle
route.
LONDON
Linen Hall
162 - 168 Regent Street
London
W1B 5TE
BOURNEMOUTH
Everdene House
Deansleigh Road
Bournemouth
BH7 7DU

Figure 33: Parameter plan: Heights
Application site boundary
Existing vegetation retained
Existing vegetation outside
application site boundary
Up to 3 storeys (13.5m)
Up to 2 storeys (9m)
Single storey (Up to 6.5m)
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No point features on plots
adjacent to the parkland
Primary movement corridor
Pedestrian / cycle / equestrian
bridge (7.5m to platform level)

Note:
Heights measured in metres above
finished floor level and exclude
point features, assessed up to an
additional 5m in height.
Excludes infrastructure up to a
maximum of 3.5m (foul water
pumping stations and water
booster station, sewage package
treatment plant, natural pool/
swimming lake changing facility
and bus / cycle interchange)

TELEPHONE
020 3664 6755
www.torltd.co.uk

4.29

Details of the landscape
assessment undertaken in relation to the
proposals is set out within chapter 9 of the
submitted Environmental Statement
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Figure 34: Land use in context
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Figure 35: Illustrative masterplan
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LAYOUT: THE ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN
1

Bus / cycle interchange (400m to
Whittlesford Parkway)

2

Access from A505 and access
from A1301

3

Improvements to A1301 / A505
‘McDonald’s’ roundabout

4

Foot / cycle / equestrian route
(4m wide) connecting site to
Whittlesford Parkway (5 minute
cycle / 20 minute walk) and north
to Sawston

5

Foot / cycle / equestrian bridge over
A1301 / A505

6

Foot / cycle / equestrian bridge over
River Cam

7

Signalised crossings over A1301

8

Car parking (including 40% electric
vehicle charging points)

9

Shuttle bus service to Whittlesford
Parkway via bus / cycle interchange

10

Natural swimming pond

11

Linear park alongside A1301
(25m to 70m wide)

12

Principal squares

13

Restoration and enhancements to
historic parkland

14

Earth mounds with native
woodland planting

15

Crop trials / demonstration plots /
farming

16

Running route

17

New primary electricity sub-station

18

Existing gas main

19

Existing Cambridge water pumping
station

While submitted for indicative purposes only, rather than approval, the illustrative
masterplan demonstrates how the proposals could be accommodated on the site,
within the defined parameters set out previously.

A mix of occupiers from start up and grow on space for
smaller companies to large anchor AgriTech tenants.

A mix of offices, laboratories, workshops and field trials
facilities to help companies develop, commercialise and
market agricultural technologies (the precise balance of
accommodation types being responsive to occupier demand,
specific requirements and market conditions).

A network of green and blue infrastructure including a series
of publicly accessible routes within and around the site for
walking, cycling, running, horse riding and dog walking.

A central mixed use hub including facilities to promote
informal networking between companies based on the
park as well as a focal AgriTech venue to host events, social
gatherings and conferences to promote the sector as well
as other facilities such as a café, nursery and gym for use by
employees and the local community.
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LANDSCAPE STRATEGY
4.30

The landscape strategy
(figure 36) has been carefully
considered to mitigate any potential
landscape and visual and cultural
heritage impacts identified during
the design development process.
It has also been designed to create
a pleasant environment and
appropriate setting for the park.

3

9

4.31

The wider landscape strategy
provides the underlying framework
for the park. It creates the setting
for the campus clusters, rich multifunctional spaces that offer diverse
opportunities for recreation and
leisure as well as opportunities for
significant ecological and landscape
enhancement.

1
4
5

6

4.32

The framework reflects the
existing site and wider landscape
pattern, creating a simple geometry
that aids legibility and permeability.
A series of off-highway footpaths
and cycleways link all green
spaces including each campus
cluster through a rich and verdant
landscape, encouraging movement
and maximising opportunities for
networking.

2
10

7
8
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Figure 36: Illustrative landscape strategy
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4.33

In accordance with draft
policy HQ1 (Design Principles) and
NH/6 (Green Infrastructure) of the
SCLP, key aspects of the landscape
infrastructure are outlined below.

1•

Retention of the majority of the
good quality trees that form
the avenue to Hinxton Grange
and the parkland trees and
woodland.

2•

Retention of the existing
hedgerows along the A1301 and
within the site.

3•

Enhancement of hedgerows to
provide new thicker hedgerows
/woodland including a large
proportion of trees.

4•

Removal of any trees identified
in the arboricultural report as
dead, dying or dangerous and
replacement with semi mature
trees of a similar species such
as beech, walnut and yew.

Estate parkland

5•

6•

7•

Enhancement of the historic
parkland with planting of
semi mature trees to reflect
the layout shown on historic
maps. Species to include beech,
walnut and yew.
Establishment of a native
woodland of between 15 to
20m wide along the southern
boundary of the parkland
to connect the existing
woodland blocks and provide
containment and visual
screening for the house and
garden. A gap will be retained
within the new woodland to
allow pedestrian and cycle
connectivity into the parkland
from the development for
recreational use.
Provide new hedgerows up
to 5m wide with hedgerow
trees running east west and
north south to separate and
subdivide the agricultural land
to the south of the proposed
development

8•

9•

Provide earth mounds up
to 3.5m high with native
woodland planting along the
southern and western edges
to provide a strong landscaped
edge that will minimise
visual impact from Hinxton
conservation area to the south
west and the A1301.
All planting will be locally
native species or species that
reflect the existing parkland

and historic character of
Hinxton Grange.

10
• A new natural swimming pool
/ lake will be located at the
gateway to the park for use
by employees and the local
community. The swimming
lake will be filtered naturally
by extensive areas of marginal
planting and will be a unique
feature of the park and indeed
South Cambridgeshire.

Accessible natural greenspace for employees and local community
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Figure 37: Illustrative section through green corridor towards Central Parkland

On-plot amenity space

Semi-wet meadows / bioretention areas

BIODIVERSITY
STRATEGY
4.34

The ecological strategy has
been carefully designed to ensure
that biodiversity is accorded the
highest priority and that any loss
of habitat is compensated through
the provision of a range of new
habitats and enhancements in
accordance with draft policy NH/4
(Biodiversity) of the SCLP. The key
elements incorporated into the
proposals are:

woodland belts around the
parkland.
•

•
•

Retention, enhancement
and management of existing
hedgerows and trees

•

Provision of links between
existing woodland groups
through the creation of new

56

Creation of wildflower
meadows that will provide
breeding habitat for the
skylarks on the site. Areas of
grassland should be sown with
a wildflower seed mixture such
as the EM3 from Emorsgate
(www.wildseeds.co.uk). This
grassland will be managed as a
meadow with an annual cut in
September.
Planting of native trees and
shrubs of mixed age and
maturity within woodland
patches along the western
boundary including oak,
hazel, field maple, hawthorn,
blackthorn, and elder.

Viewing platforms

Open shared green space, reflecting semi-informal character of
the central parkland and comprising specimen parkland trees,
grassland and wildflower meadows

•

Maintenance of a section
of the site as arable stubble
will provide foraging for corn
buntings found on the site

•

Provision of habitat for dead
wood invertebrates. This will
include measures such as
burying wooden ‘logs’ up
to one metre below ground
level thus providing essential
larval habitat. These will be
included within the woodland
plantations and unmanaged
grassland.

•

Erection of bird and bat boxes
on mature trees within areas of
woodland.

4.35

Further details in relation
to natural heritage are set out
within chapter 10 of the submitted
Environmental Statement.

Wildflower / grass meadows
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Footpath /
cycleway

Native planting used throughout and designed
to further soften the built form

Illustration of restored parkland

On-plot landscape to reflect the informal
character of adjacent open space

Informal, extensive roof
gardens / amenity space
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MOVEMENT AND
CONNECTIVITY
4.36

Figure 38 sets out the park’s
movement strategy. Transport and
access is a key aspect of future
proofing the success of any business
park. Within recent times, public
transport has been an increasingly
important and popular means of
transportation due to a number of
factors including demographics,
planning and sustainability.
Although there is, of course, a need
for personal cars, business parks
are beginning to move away from
this with a goal to reduce single
occupancy journeys. Connectivity to
public transport is therefore vital for
this to be achieved, so cycle lanes
and storage facilities need to be
implemented into the masterplan,
as well as opportunities to link
with the existing public transport
network.

4.37

Proximity to an airport is
also an ever important factor due
to the increasingly global nature of
businesses. The application site is
only 26 minutes by train to London
Stansted Airport from Whittlesford
Parkway station providing national
and international connectivity. It is
less than a 1 mile drive to the M11
motorway and less than 20 miles
(30 minutes drive) to Stansted.

Figure 38: Illustrative movement strategy
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Primary access road

Primary off-highway footpath / cycleway

Secondary access loop

Minor footpath connections to Campus
clusters

Running route
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4m wide
Segregated
cycleway /
footpath

Civic space / Information centre spill out

Buildings positively
addressing public realm

6m wide road

Figure 39: Illustrative section through the primary access road

VEHICULAR ACCESS
4.38

Vehicular access to the
site is provided via the A1301 and
a single access junction. Two
simple loops, fed by the primary
movement corridor, create a
legible layout and strong interconnectivity between all campus
clusters.

landscape setting and variety of
planting typologies is designed to
encourage movement around the
park, maximising opportunities for
networking and collaboration.

4.40

FOOTPATHS AND
CYCLEWAYS WITHIN THE
PARK

All footpaths and cycleways
will be designed to accord with
local and national Sustrans
guidance and 4m in width to
conform with county highways
guidance and to take into account
feedback from the Cambridge
Cycle Campaign.

4.39

4.41

A network of off highway,
segregated footpath and
cycleways will provide legible links
between all clusters within the
campus and to the central facilities
including the central hub and
amenity space. This movement
network will be set within the
green infrastructure, forming
diverse and informal walking and
cycling routes through meadows,
semi-wetlands, rural parkland and
woodlands. The quality of the

It is proposed that cycle
parking be provided at a rate of
1 space per employee (up to 4,000
spaces equivalent to 1 per 28m²),
higher than the standards for B1
use (1 per 30m²) to maximise
take up.

PARKING STRATEGY
4.42

The parking provision has
been developed as part of a wider
sustainable transport strategy
for the park as set out within the
submitted transport assessment.

4.43

The majority of the
proposed development will be
employment uses (primarily B1). It
is estimated that the development
will accommodate up to 4,000
employees at a maximum average
density of 28m² GFA per employee.

4.44

In order to encourage
sustainable travel to/from the
site and to restrict car driver trips
to 50% of the total trips, it is
proposed that car parking will be
provided at a rate of 0.5 spaces per
employee (up to 2,000 spaces).
This is equivalent to 1 space per
56m² gross internal area (GIA) and
is an ambitious target reflecting
SSH’S commitment to reducing
the number of car borne trips to
site.

4.46

The parking will be
arranged within shared courtyards,
maintained centrally by the park
management company. This
enables a cohesive and efficient
parking system that does not
detract from the public realm. The
public realm is recognised as an
essential element of the park in
fostering a collaborative work ethic
and providing opportunities for
networking. Shared ‘back of plot’
parking zones therefore allow for
tighter campus style clusters to be
created with a shared central core
of amenity space. The proposals
have taken into account and are
compliant with draft policies TI/2
(Planning for Sustainable Travel)
and TI/3 (Parking Provision).

4.45

In order to encourage
the uptake of electric vehicles,
charging points will be provided
across the development site based
on London Plan standards, which
are more specific and ambitious
than South Cambridgeshire’s
emerging Local Plan requirement.
40% of spaces (up to 800) will
have charging points.
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A505

A1301 - southbound lane

A1301 - northbound lane

McDonald’s

Conceptual sketch of multi-user bridge over the A505 / A1301 looking south

LINKS TO
WHITTLESFORD
PARKWAY

and Transport Assessment. A brief
summary description is given
below and reference made to
figure 40, right.

new multi-user bridge over the
River Cam.

4.47

BUS / CYCLE
INTERCHANGE

4.51

A comprehensive transport
strategy has been composed to
ensure that the park utilises and
maximises its potential as a highly
sustainable technology park.

4.48

Existing public transport
links are excellent and in close
proximity to the site. Additional
highways improvements are,
however, required to ensure that
pedestrian and cycle connectivity
between public transport
links and the park are direct,
pleasant and encourage use of
sustainable modes of transport. A
full description of the proposed
highway works can be found in
the submitted planning statement
60

1

4.49

A new bus/cycle
interchange is proposed on land
400m east of the station. This will
allow full sized buses (public and
private) to stop and stand within
5 minutes walk of the station,
currently significantly hindered by
space constraints.

4.50

The interchange will
include a high quality shelter and
waiting area, as well as secure
parking for private and hire cycles.
It will be connected to Station
Road East, the main development
site, Sawston and Hinxton via a

MULTI USER ROUTE

2

A new direct, high
quality, 4m wide shared multiuser (pedestrian, cycle and
equestrian) route is proposed
from Station Road East, via the
bus/cycle interchange to the
main development site, and
connecting north to Sawston
and south to Hinxton village. This
will run parallel to the A505 and
A1301, but be set back from the
carriageway. An additional mown
strip, adjacent to the footpath /
cycleway will be maintained for
use by equestrians.

4.52

Further improved
pedestrian crossings on the
A1301, adjacent to the site’s

western boundary, will improve
connectivity between Hinxton, the
park and settlements to the north,
such as Sawston.

MULTI-USER BRIDGE

3

4.53

A new multi-user bridge
is proposed (4 m wide route on
bridge), connecting north west to
south east across the A505/A1301
roundabout to provide direct, safe
uninterrupted access between
the station and the park. This shall
include mounting blocks at either
end for equestrian users.

BUS LINKS
4.54

Two new bus stops will be
created within the development
site to allow buses to service the
development directly.
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Petrol station

TOWARDS SAWSTON
AND PAMPISFORD

4.55

A new segregated bus
lane will be introduced on the
A505 alongside significant
improvements to the A505 / A1301
‘McDonalds’ roundabout.

A505

TOWARDS CAMBRIDGE

800m / 10min walk

4.56

A new shuttle service
will be funded. This will
initially connect Whittlesford
Parkway Station (via the bus/
cycle interchange) to the main
development site (two new
stops) and timed to coincide
with arriving and departing rail
services. The intention is to work
with interested public and private
groups locally to extend this to
serve villages and employment
centres in the area as development
occupancy and demand grows.

2
1

3

2

400m / 5min walk

2

TOWARDS LONDON STANSTED

Figure 40: Bus / cycle interchange diagram

TOWARDS SITE AND WELLCOME
GENOME CAMPUS
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THE FACILITIES

ACCOMMODATION

GROW ONS

4.57

4.60

4.63

SSH is committed to
delivering a scheme that benefits
communities at a local level
wherever possible, as well as
the wider reaching benefits
from an economic, social and
environmental perspective in
terms of the development of the
AgriTech sector in the UK.

4.58

In response to feedback
obtained during our engagement
events, we have investigated the
feasibility of incorporating facilities
such as a café, nursery and gym
within a central mixed use hub
for use both by employees and
local residents, alongside routes
within and around the site,
walking, cycling, running, horse
riding and dog walking (see figure
38) to encourage active lifestyles.
As referred to above a natural
swimming pool/lake is
also proposed.

4.59

The central mixed use hub
will include facilities to promote
informal networking between
companies as a venue to host
events and social gatherings and
promote the sector, in addition
to other support facilities, such
as a café, nursery and gym for
use by employees and the local
community, negating the need to
travel off-site for such facilities.
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Site wide accommodation
will be designed to be flexible to
meet the needs of various different
types of potential occupier to
enable a mix from large anchor
AgriTech tenants, to start up
and grow on space for smaller
companies.

4.61

Commercial
accommodation will include
incubator units, grow on space,
workshops, lab and office
accommodation.

INCUBATOR UNITS
4.62

Start ups require flexible
tenanted space under flexible
terms. Accommodation for start
ups will be provided within an
innovation centre centrally located
within the hub. The innovation
centre will provide a mix of shared
office and lab space, hot desk
and communal working and
recreational facilities within a
vibrant and high quality working
environment. Supporting start
ups is essential to the long term
success of the park. It will provide
the environment that fosters
opportunities for open innovation
and convergence, enabling them
to mix with similar companies
providing the specialist support
they need. Collaborative working
relationships will be nurtured
ensuring the long term success of
new start ups and their long term
business relationships.

Grow on space will be
delivered within shared, managed
units providing flexible office and
laboratory space of varied sizes.
The buildings will be designed to
facilitate expansion within the site.

SMES, LARGE SCALE
AND MULTI-NATIONAL
COMPANIES
4.64

Each plot has been
designed to provide sufficient
floorspace to accommodate a
wide range of buildings suited to
the needs of the occupier, from

30,000 sq ft (approx 2,800 sq
m) to in excess of 100,000 sq ft
(approx 9,300 sqm) gross external
area (GEA).

4.65

The arrangement of
the plots, green infrastructure,
movement network and parking
courtyards has been designed
to ensure that, irrespective of the
scale or type of occupier, the same
high quality active public realm
is achieved. The proposals make
allowance for a potentially diverse
mix of business types and needs
yet still fostering a mutual regard
and opportunities for
collaborative working.
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Typical materials palette

APPEARANCE
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE
AND MATERIALS
4.66

The proposals will provide
an exemplar new park for AgriTech
within South Cambridgeshire.

4.67

The ambition is to create
a truly sustainable working
community. Emphasis is placed
on good permeability, connections
and the careful integration of
soft landscaping and built form,
which will lay the foundations for
an enduring legacy in accordance
with draft policy HQ/1 (Design
Principles) of the SCLP.

4.68

The built form seeks
to draw inspiration from the
local context, including the
neighbouring communities of
Hinxton, Ickleton, Duxford and the
surrounding communities, with

an acknowledgement of the fine
quality of buildings in and around
Cambridge generally.

4.69

Although much of
the typical local architectural
vernacular is confined to domestic
buildings, there are common
materials and fenestration
including doors, windows, porches
and chimneys which should
inform detailed design to foster a
strong sense of place.

4.70

The new commercial
buildings will not seek to replicate
the domestic scale architecture
but materials can seek to reference
the local vernacular. The focus will
be on the provision of principally
high quality timber clad buildings,
glazing and steel framework
appropriate for an AgriTech park in
a rural setting.

4.71

Buildings will follow a
common typology, irrespective
of occupier and so will avoid a
‘pastiche’ and to re-interpret the
traditional building form with
contemporary building elements.

PUBLIC REALM
4.72

The public realm provides
the common thread that
knits together the proposed
development.

4.73

There must be a continuity
of quality in all aspects of the
proposals, but within the public
realm there must be a continuity
of design details and materials,
in order to deliver a high quality
public realm.

4.74

Streets will be designed
to keep traffic speed low and
to be an attractive environment
for pedestrians and cyclists, in

accordance with draft policy TI/2
(Planning for Sustainable Travel) of
the SCLP.

4.75

The selection of tree species
and their arrangement will help
define the movement network and
support traffic calming measures,
establishing a coherent street
scene.

EDGES
4.76

The western development
edge runs beside the proposed
linear park, creating a soft and
green edge of public open space,
water bodies and ecological
habitats overlooked by built
development.

4.77

The design aims to let
the countryside extend into the
campus clusters allowing as many
people as possible to benefit from
a view into the wider countryside.
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